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WELCOME TO MAIDEN GULLY PRIMARY
SCHOOL

Dear Parents
We look forward to your child attending Maiden Gully Primary School and the excitement we both
share as your child grows and develops as an individual and as a member of a larger group.
The first year of school is very important and together with your cooperation and understanding we
can ensure that your child finds the experience exciting, challenging and most importantly, enjoyable.
We urge you to read the contents of this book. It is designed to familiarise you with the Prep program
and the matters that will be important in ensuring a smooth transition to school for your child.
Please feel free to approach us at any time if you have any matters you would like to discuss or seek
clarification about. By working together as a co-operative team, your child will benefit immensely from
his or her experiences in the years ahead.

Yours sincerely,

Jordan Ancrum
Acting Principal

Patrick O’Brien
Junior School Co-Ordinator

IMPORTANT DATES FOR 2016
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Monday 16 May – Parent Information Evening and Formal
School Tour 6pm
Wednesday 18 May – School Tours 9.30am – 2.30pm
Monday 24 October – Foundation Information Evening 7pm
Individual tours can be arranged at any time by contacting the school office.
Foundation Orientation Program Dates
Foundation Orientation Program consists of 2 visits over 2 weeks beginning 7th of
November.
State Wide Transition Day Tuesday 6 December 9.30 – 11:15am
Education Week Activities & Dates
Wed. 17 May Open Morning - all grades 9.15am-11.00am

TERM DATES FOR 2017
Term 1: January 30 – March 31
Monday, 30 January – Teachers commence
Tuesday, 31 January- Student Free Day (Staff Professional
Development)

Wednesday, 1 February- ‘Getting To Know You Interviews’
for Preps & parents

Thursday, 2 February – Prep Entry Assessments to Begin
(appointments only)

Friday, 3 February- All Preps to begin school



Term 2: 18 April- 30 June
Term 3: 17 July – 22 September
Term 4: 9 October - 22 December

PREP STARTING TIMES FOR YEAR 2017
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The school day begins at 9.00am. Classrooms are open at 8.45am and a bell will be rung for this time. We
encourage the children to be unpacked and ready to start the day before the 9.00am bell rings.
If you arrive late to school, parents are required to call into the Office and collect a ‘Late Arrival’ card which is
then handed to your child’s class teacher.
If you wish to collect your child during school hours you are required to call into the Office and sign your child
‘Out’; providing the reason ie Doctor appointment etc. The office staff will hand you a ‘Student Withdrawal’ card
which you present to your child’s class teacher at time of collection.
Sometimes things crop up and this can make you late for school however, we do appreciate and expect that the
children are punctual.
Parents are asked to bring and pick up children from the Prep classrooms throughout February.
We ask you to: Locate and attach your child’s nametag
Encourage your child to hang their bag up or store them in the allocated spaces.
Introduce yourself and your child to the teachers.
Initially, there will be a variety of activities in the room to help settle your child. For your child’s sake it is
better to make the goodbye brief - difficult for you, but easier for your child in the long run.
All children will require lunch and a healthy snack for “Fruit Break” each day. Water bottles are necessary
for students to remain hydrated throughout the day.

SMOOTH TRANSITION
To make the transition to school as smooth as possible for your child the following
commencement timetable will operate:

WEEK 1
Wednesday, 1
February

“Getting to Know
You” Interviews.

WEEK 1-4
Thursday, 2
February and the
following
Wednesdays in
January

Parents and Prep children will be invited to attend
a “Getting To Know You” Interview.
Please check your interview time which will be made
on Orientation Day, Tuesday, 6 December, 2016.
On this day, your children’s school supplies
including Art Smocks, Library bags and gardening
gloves can be brought along and can be unpacked.

Prep entry Assessment Interviews are mandatory
in Victoria. The children will take part in an English
and Maths Interview. This is a great way for
teachers to find out what the children already
know and we can plan our teaching around this
information. Only students with appointments will
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Prep Entry
Assessment
Interviews

3 February to
27 February

be required to attend school on this day. Other
students will take part in their interviews on a
Wednesday during February.
Classroom Teachers will organise an appointment
time with you.

From Friday, 3 February to Friday, 24 February
all Prep Children will attend school from 9.00am3.30pm on Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays with no school for Prep children each
Wednesday.

No School for Preps
On Wednesdays

This will allow for Prep Entry Assessment
Interviews to take place each Wednesday. A time
will be allocated to you to attend these interviews
at your ‘Getting To Know You Interviews’ on Friday,
30 January.

WEEK 6 onwards
2 March

As from Monday, 27 Feb Prep children will
attend school 9.00am-3.30pm, five days a week.

Preps at school full
time

Maiden Gully Primary School Values
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Maiden Gully Primary School prides itself on our school values. These values were launched at
school on August 28th 2012. They were agreed in consultation with students, parents, teachers
and community members.
They are:Learning and Respect
Respect self and treat others with consideration and understanding, respect another person’s
point of view, respect the property of others and treat others fairly.
Learning and Responsibility
Be accountable for own actions, do your best, pursue excellence, resolve differences in
constructive ways, be honest.
Learning and Teamwork
Work together to achieve goals with respect, meet team deadlines, carry out roles in a
responsible way, value differences, contribute in a positive manner, have pride in what you do,
give your best, listen to and value the opinions of others.
Learning and Community
Care for yourself and others, be inclusive of others, value differences, contribute to school
and the wider community, take care of the environment.
Please take the time to discuss and explain these values with your child. They are the
foundation of the way we learn and get along at Maiden Gully Primary School. Students,
parents, teachers and members of our community are expected to abide by our values.
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PREPARING YOUR CHILD FOR SCHOOL
As a parent you are your child’s first teacher. You have assisted your child to learn many things
such as crawling, walking and communicating. You can continue your valuable role in sharing in the
learning and teaching that is happening for your child at Maiden Gully Primary School.
Progress from home or pre-school to school is among the first and most dramatic social transitions
made by young children. Parents can do a great deal to support their child and ease this transition.
Children grow and learn at different rates. Given encouragement, opportunity
and time, most children master skills of speech, movement and formal
learning. Parents can provide encouragement and opportunities but need to
wait while the child takes the time needed to master the skill. Children learn
to walk and talk at different times even within the same family. This range
applies to all learning. Therefore, we need to be careful not to expect the
children to begin reading, writing or developing mathematical skills at exactly
the same age.
It is important that you do not compare your child with brothers and sisters
or with other children. Accept that most Prep children are eager and keen to please and are
anxious to show you their “work”. Praise effort and achievement, however small it may seem.

WHAT DO PREP STUDENTS LEARN?

They learn:
 To speak to a variety of audiences and to listen when others speak.
 To read and write.
 To develop mathematical ideas and skills.
 To appreciate their heritage and the natural world in which they live.
 To express themselves through drama, art and music.
 To participate in regular exercise and develop good healthy habits.
 To mix in a variety of work and play situations.
 To co-operate and work and play to the rules.

BEFORE SCHOOL STARTS
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As the time gets close for your child to start school there are a number of ways you can help them.
Here are some ideas:
 Walk with your child to school so that he/she is familiar with the way to go.
Even if you plan to drive your child, it’s a good idea for your child to know which
way home is (please ignore if distance is an issue).
 Point out the various school buildings and playground areas. Once school
starts, make sure your child understands your picking up arrangements. It is
important that children feel secure, and that they are met by their parents on
time.
 Talk about how long the day will be in terms your child can understand e.g.:
“It’s as long as kinder but you’ll have your lunch. After that you might have some stories and then
I’ll come and get you.” If your child has not attended Pre –school ensure that he/she has had times
away from you for 2 or 3 hours. The knowledge that a parent can leave their child and will come
back needs to be learned by experience. If a child comes to school with that knowledge, separation
is so much easier.


Talk about the difference between “Fruit Break” and “Lunch Time”. When your child starts, show
him/her each morning what food you’ve packed and when you expect him/her to eat it. Make sure
your child can open the lunch box and drink container easily. Have some practice picnics in the
holidays.



Children are welcome to order their lunch from our healthy school Canteen which is open every day.
Initially, we suggest that lunches are provided from home until your child is confident with change
and knows his/her way around school.

THE FIRST WEEKS


Be enthusiastic and share the excitement of starting school. Visit your
child’s classroom, ask about favourite school activities and listen to what
your child has to say about what’s happening at school.



Expect your child to be tired after school for a week or two, or even a term or
two. Give them some unwinding time after school. Allow for time to be spent together for them to
tell you about their day. Life as a Prep can be very busy!

THE PREP YEAR - A BRIEF OUTLINE
ENGLISH
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READING

While some children are able to read before they come to school, other children
need more than a year at school before they begin to read.
In the Prep classrooms, literature provides the focus for much of our teaching. We
use many books, as well as the ones we make with the children. We use familiar and
repetitive language.
Parents can assist by:
 Reading regularly to and with their children (sharing take home books
together).
 Familiarising yourself with your child’s reading goal as set by the class teacher.
 Exploring the pictures in books. Please do not cover up the pictures.
 Talking about the books they read- familiarise children with unfamiliar words or concepts.
 Encouraging children to borrow regularly from the library.

HANDWRITING

Children often come to school writing in capital letters. The specific aim of the writing program in
Preps is to:





Develop fine motor co-ordination.
Learn to hold the pencil correctly.
Learn the letter shapes- use correct formation
Write in Victorian Modern Cursive Script.

WRITTEN EXPRESSION
Children are encouraged to ‘have a go’ when writing their own stories. This sometimes commences with
scribbling or lines, moving onto letters, then initial sounds and then proper word formations. It is
important to stress that what children produce is important to them. Parents need to praise and ask
about children’s writing. A good way to start is - “Tell me about your story”.

SPELLING
Children are introduced to letters and sounds. As their knowledge of letter and sound
relationships develops they are encouraged to use this knowledge to attempt spelling.
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Children are also introduced to learning simple high frequency words such as- the, and, this, look, see
etc.
We value spelling knowledge at Maiden Gully Primary School and celebrate with a Spelling Bee at the
end of the year.

SPEAKING AND LISTENING
Children are encouraged to listen attentively, interact with a
speaker and respond with interest, using language in a variety of
ways. ‘Show and Tell’ or ‘News Time’ and ‘Circle Time’ are important
ways for children to become confident when speaking formally to
others. It is an integral part of the Speaking and Listening Program.
Classrooms often have special days for this to take place. Children
can then plan for when they bring their ‘news’ to school.

MATHEMATICS

Mathematics helps us make sense of the world around us. It is more than sums
and learning tables. It involves skills that we use throughout life.
A major part of the Prep Mathematical Program is based on learning and
understanding concepts. Much of this is done orally, with hands on experience,
through play and using concrete materials.
Early








preparation

for

mathematics

occurs

when

parents

or

others:

Help children to count a few objects such as plates on the table or buttons on a cardigan.
Talk to children about time, for example, “Five minutes until bedtime”, “Four sleeps till Grandma
comes.”
Let children find out what they can buy with a few coins.
Talk to children as they use construction toys, e.g. “Can you make it bigger?” or “Find the blue
blocks.”
Let children play with water or sand to learn how much will fit into different containers .

INTEGRATED CURRICULUM

During the Prep year, Science, Technology, Health and Study of Society and the
Environment are integrated into our weekly units of work, making it more
meaningful for the children. Sometimes, much of what we do can be driven by
the children’s interests and experiences.
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Our first integrated unit will be based on ‘Me and My Family’.

Excursions and Incursions will be at a cost to be advised and are an integral part of the
Integrated Curriculum.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Prep children have access to a variety of computers in the classroom and regularly
visit the class size Computer Pod.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The Prep children take part in 2 half hour sessions per week.
The program includes:
 Fundamental Motor Skills.
 Ball handling skills.
 Minor games.
 Fitness skills.
 Gymnastics.
 Swimming.
We also take part in a whole school Cross Country Run and School Athletic Sports. These are great
community days and most parents attend. Parents are welcome to assist with events.
There are 4 House teams at Maiden Gully and your child will be placed in one for these whole school
events. If your child has older siblings at school, they will be placed in the same Sports House
They are-

Bradman

Laver

Norman

Fraser

yellow

blue

red

green

Polo tops in House colors can be ordered through the school. We encourage the children to wear their
colors for whole school sports events.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
Some particular areas for parents to consider are that
children need to be able to:
 Undo a lunch box
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Unwrap their lunch.
Unscrew the top of a drink container.
Peel a piece of fruit.
Drink from a bubble tap.
Tell the difference between their fruit break snack and lunch.
Know when and how to use a tissue/ handkerchief.
Attend to their toilet needs. Boys need to become familiar with the use of urinals.
Carry their own belongings, especially their backpacks.

Eye / hand co-ordination is important for activities such as writing, cutting, drawing and ball
games. This is developed through:
 Drawing.
 Building with a variety of toys and objects.
 Throwing and catching balls.
 Modelling with dough and plasticine.
 Jigsaw puzzles.
 Swimming

THE ARTS
Art and Craft is integrated into the curriculum. We have a stand alone
Art and Craft room, where children attend weekly one hour sessions.
Music is also integrated. The Preps have two half hour sessions of Music
weekly.

LIBRARY
Prep children have access to a well-stocked library, both during a 60 minute
session each week and some lunch times. We encourage the children to borrow
picture story books that may be shared at home. ‘Book language’ is an important
part of the children’s learning and can impact a child’s comprehension. It also
helps to build their vocabulary knowledge.

SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
School is a place where children meet many new adults as well as a lot of children older than
themselves. Children who have had the opportunity to mix with adults and children, other than the
family, are more prepared for the social aspects of school.
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When




a child canListen to the teacher and others,
Do what is asked and
Make needs and requests known

It will be easier to learn effectively and be happy at school.

BUDDY SYSTEM
To make the children feel more comfortable at school, they will be paired
(buddied) with an older child for some activities. This may be reading, drawing
or writing together. This year the Preps made Easter hats together for our
annual Easter Hat Parade. They were also buddied for our Swimming Program.
The activities vary and are prepared co-operatively by the classroom teachers.
This is a very special and rewarding relationship for the children.

HOW YOU CAN HELP YOUR CHILD
Children often work in groups in school and this means they will need to take turns, share
materials and cooperate. They need the same skills in the playground.









Playing games with adults helps teach children how to take turns and how to cope with success
and failure.
Children should be encouraged to pack up and tidy away their toys and belongings. This is
expected at school.
Give your child simple jobs at home. This will help to foster confidence in the performance of
small tasks.
Allow your child to stay with friends for short periods so he/she will accept the fact that it is
not always possible to be with parents.
Talk to your child about positive aspects of school, for example making friends, learning new
tasks and playing games.
Often a small problem takes on major proportions with children. Talk to your child, listen to
what is said and comment creatively on it. Your teacher is always available and willing to assist
and clarify any issues.
Encourage your child by admiring their work when it is brought home. Give paintings and
handwork a place of honour for at least a few days.

OUR SCHOOL VALUES
Our School Values of Respect, Responsibility, Team Work & Community provide the foundation for all
our Student Engagement and Wellbeing Initiatives and were developed in consultation with the Whole
School Community. We acknowledge students who demonstrate our school values with weekly
certificates at assembly.
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OUR CURRICULUM
In 2016 the new Victorian Curriculum was introduced into Victorian schools. This is in line with
the Australian Curriculum and is designed to ensure continuity to education both state and
nationwide.
The Victorian curriculum provides a single curriculum for levels F-10 that incorporates the
Australian Curriculum as it is progressively developed within a framework that reflects
particular Victorian priorities and approaches to teaching and learning. (F is the abbreviation
for ‘Foundation’ which is now the common term agreed to by all States and Territories to
refer to the first level of school for curriculum design purposes).
REPORTING
Students receive formal written reports twice a year: midterm (June) and end of year
(December). Interviews are held to coincide with the June reports and students are expected
to attend with their parent(s).
Informal interviews can be held at any time convenient to both the family and the teacher. Learning
Goals are written for all students on a term basis. They consist of short term learning goals for the
student to achieve and have a school and home component.

LUNCHES
Lunch and Fruit Break are eaten in the classroom. Children are supervised for 15 minutes at lunch time
and 10 minutes at Fruit Break.
Once outside, children are under the supervision of staff members throughout lunch and fruit break.
There are school staff on rostered Yard Duty as well as Sick Bay duty. The children are encouraged to
find the teacher on duty for any problems encountered in the playground
Please label the lunch container clearly with your child’s name and class. Play lunch (fruit Break)
should be wrapped separately.
Lunches should be nutritious and include a piece of fruit.
Children are expected to take home any part of their lunch that is not eaten, so that you can gauge
their appetites and note their dislikes.
Please do not overload the lunchbox with processed and packaged food.
We encourage the children to drink water throughout the day and they may
have a water bottle on their table.
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Initially some children find it difficult to eat the food sent along to school. This could be due to
anxiety or even the hot weather at the beginning of the school year. Whilst we will encourage them to
eat something, we will not force them to eat everything. They will adjust quickly and look forward to
lunch and fruit break time.

WARNING
We have several children who are highly allergic to nuts. For some, their reactions can
be life threatening. To ensure their safety, Maiden Gully Primary is a ‘Nut Reducing
School’. Therefore, we ask parents to support us by not sending your child with any
food containing nuts etc. Please read the labels on packaged foods to ensure that we
remain free of possible triggers.

SAFETY
Our programs aim to instil positive safety habits in your child. It is important, however, for his/her
safety and the welfare of others that your child should know his/her full name and address
and be trained in the following:-












Use the school crossings if walking home.
Obey the crossing supervisor.
Travel directly between home and school and school and home.
Stop and look both ways before crossing streets.
Never run behind parked cars.
Never accept rides from strangers.
Show respect for those in charge of his/her safety, including teachers, parents,
crossing supervisor and senior students.
Stay on the footpath.
Don’t bring items that may cause accidents to school eg roller blades, skateboards
Prep students should not be riding bikes to school unless accompanied by an adult.

OSHCARE
Maiden Gully Primary School provides a Before and After School Hours Care Program to
support families of primary school age children. The trained OSHCare staff offer a
stimulating program with a number of different activities each day using the full resources of
our school. OSHCare is available for students before and after school every day and Pupil
Free days. The times the program is open:
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Before School Care 7.30am - 8.45am
After School Care 3.30pm – 6.00pm
Both casual and permanent bookings are available to suit the needs of your family. An
Enrolment form for OSHCare must be completed prior to attendance. OSHCare Information
Brochures and Enrolment Forms are available from the school office.

WHAT YOUR CHILD SHOULD BRING ON THE FIRST DAY










School bag (named)
Lunch in a lunch box (named) and drink in a plastic container (named)
Fruit Break (play lunch). We suggest that you provide a small snack such as
sultanas, cheese or fruit for your child to eat at Fruit Break time. This should
be wrapped separately from the child’s lunch. Fruit that is cut up seems to be a winner
with Prep children.
School sun hat (named).
Art smock. This can be made from an old shirt with the sleeves shortened and elastic at the
wrists, or it is possible to purchase an art smock from the uniform shop. We do not recommend
the use of PVC art smocks as they are too hot to wear in warm weather.
Spare underwear. Children who may need it should have spare underwear in a plastic bag clearly
labelled in their schoolbag for use in an emergency.
Gardening gloves. There are lots of outdoor occasions throughout the year where children need
the protection of gardening gloves for health and safety reasons.
Make sure that all clothing is named.
For example – jumpers, jackets, coats, hats and shoes.
Small children often have difficulty recognising their own clothing, particularly if it is similar to
that worn by other children. Sometimes, a special ‘mark’ or name tag is helpful.
We do our best to help locate ‘lost property’. It is not always possible if items are not named.

ONCE YOUR CHILD IS AT SCHOOL






Check children’s school bags for notices sent home from school, particularly on
Wednesday when the weekly Newsletter is distributed.
Encourage children to go to bed early.
Do not bring children too early to school unless they are attending Before School Care.
Classrooms are open and teachers are on yard duty at 8.45am.
Arrive at school on time. Students need to be unpacked and ready to start school at
9.00am.
Do not send valuable or breakable toys to school. Clearly name all toys and books
brought to school. Teachers are not responsible for lost or broken toys.
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BECOME INVOLVED PARENTS

Show by your actions that you think school is a happy place.
As parents you can be involved in school at many levels:
 Read our weekly school Newsletter.
also available online www.maidengullyps.com.au
 Assist with our classroom programs.
 Volunteer for Canteen duty.
 Attend School Council meetings or join our sub-committees.
 Attend our Open days.
 Attend our Parent/Teacher interviews.
 Attend our Working Bees.
 Attend our School Concerts.
 Get involved in our Annual School Fair
 Join our Parents’ & Friends Group

School is an exciting time for young children. They expect that they will
learn and we should all encourage that.
Watch your child grow!
2017 will be a great year!
The Junior School Team
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